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A literary and political genealogy of the last half-century, Words of Witness explores black
feminist autobiographical narratives--in particular by June Jordan, Edwidge Danticat, Melba
Beals, Rosemary Bray, and Eisa Davis--in the context of activism and history since the
landmark 1954 segregation case, Brown vs. the Board of Education.
She's got the face of an angel and the body of…well, isn't that what he'd expect from an exotic
dancer? But there's something about this girl that Johnnie Riggs can't shake. The former army
ranger is hot on the trail of an elusive drug lord—and suddenly very hot under the collar, as well.
Amy's got her own agenda to pursue: her sister is missing and Amy seems to be the only one
who cares. She'll enlist Johnnie's help and do her best to ignore her growing attraction to finally
get some answers. But when the two trails begin to converge and reveal something even more
sinister than they imagined, their mutual desire is the least of their problems. They'll bring the
truth to light…or die trying.
As cultural revolutionary, media celebrity, Yippie, lost soul, and tragic suicide, Abbie Hoffman
embodied the contradictions of his era. In this riveting new biography, Jonah Raskin draws on
his own twenty-year relationship with Hoffman; hundreds of interviews with friends, family
members, and former comrades; and careful scrutiny of FBI files, court records, and public
documents. For the Hell of It is a must-read not only for those interested in this ultimate
iconoclast, but also for all who seek a fuller understanding of Abbie Hoffman's America.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “The story of modern medicine and bioethics—and,
indeed, race relations—is refracted beautifully, and movingly.”—Entertainment Weekly NOW A
MAJOR MOTION PICTURE FROM HBO® STARRING OPRAH WINFREY AND ROSE
BYRNE • ONE OF THE “MOST INFLUENTIAL” (CNN), “DEFINING” (LITHUB), AND “BEST”
(THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER) BOOKS OF THE DECADE • ONE OF ESSENCE’S 50
MOST IMPACTFUL BLACK BOOKS OF THE PAST 50 YEARS • WINNER OF THE
CHICAGO TRIBUNE HEARTLAND PRIZE FOR NONFICTION NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • Entertainment Weekly • O:
The Oprah Magazine • NPR • Financial Times • New York • Independent (U.K.) • Times
(U.K.) • Publishers Weekly • Library Journal • Kirkus Reviews • Booklist • Globe and Mail Her
name was Henrietta Lacks, but scientists know her as HeLa. She was a poor Southern
tobacco farmer who worked the same land as her slave ancestors, yet her cells—taken without
her knowledge—became one of the most important tools in medicine: The first “immortal”
human cells grown in culture, which are still alive today, though she has been dead for more
than sixty years. HeLa cells were vital for developing the polio vaccine; uncovered secrets of
cancer, viruses, and the atom bomb’s effects; helped lead to important advances like in vitro
fertilization, cloning, and gene mapping; and have been bought and sold by the billions. Yet
Henrietta Lacks remains virtually unknown, buried in an unmarked grave. Henrietta’s family
did not learn of her “immortality” until more than twenty years after her death, when scientists
investigating HeLa began using her husband and children in research without informed
consent. And though the cells had launched a multimillion-dollar industry that sells human
biological materials, her family never saw any of the profits. As Rebecca Skloot so brilliantly
shows, the story of the Lacks family—past and present—is inextricably connected to the dark
history of experimentation on African Americans, the birth of bioethics, and the legal battles
over whether we control the stuff we are made of. Over the decade it took to uncover this story,
Rebecca became enmeshed in the lives of the Lacks family—especially Henrietta’s daughter
Deborah. Deborah was consumed with questions: Had scientists cloned her mother? Had they
killed her to harvest her cells? And if her mother was so important to medicine, why couldn’t
her children afford health insurance? Intimate in feeling, astonishing in scope, and impossible
to put down, The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks captures the beauty and drama of scientific
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discovery, as well as its human consequences.
Johnnies: Book Two Ten years ago David Worral had plans to go to college and the potential
for a beautiful future in front of him. One tragic accident later, he fled to California and
reinvented himself as Dex, top porn model of Johnnies. Dex's life is a tangled mess now, but
the guys he works with only see the man who makes them believe even porn stars can lead
normal lives. When Kane, one of Dex's coworkers, gets kicked out of his house, the least Dex
can do is give him a place to stay. Kane may be a hyperactive muscle-bound psycho, but he's
also a really nice guy. What could be the harm? Except nothing is simple--not sex, not love,
and not the goofy kid with the big dick and bigger heart who moves his life into Dex's guest
room. When they start negotiating fractured pasts and broken friends, Dex wonders if Kane's
honest nature can untangle the sadness that stalled his once-promising future. With Kane by
his side, Dex just might be able to reclaim the boy he once was--and if he can do that, he can
give Kane the home and the family he deserves.
Volume 5 of 8, pages 2627 to 3336. A genealogical compilation of the descendants of John
Jacob Rector and his wife, Anna Elizabeth Fischbach. Married in 1711 in Trupbach, Germany,
the couple immigrated to the Germanna Colony in Virginia in 1714. Eight volumes document
the lives of over 45,000 individuals.

Porn got Bobby out of his hometown, and he connects with Reg, the sweet guy who
holds the lights. But Reg is hampered by a family burden, and Bobby must deal with a
girlfriend and her blackmailing brother back home before they'll be free to love.
Examines how six writers reconfigure African American subjectivity in ways that recall
postmodernist theory. This book explores how African American social and political
movements, African American studies, independent scholars, and traditional cultural
forms revisit and challenge the representation of the African American as deviant other.
After surveying African American history and cultural politics, W. Lawrence Hogue
provides original and insightful readings of six experimental/postmodern African
American texts: John Edgar Wideman’s Philadelphia Fire; Percival Everett’s Erasure;
Toni Morrison’s Jazz; Bonnie Greer’s Hanging by Her Teeth; Clarence Major’s Reflex
and Bone Structure; and Xam Wilson Cartiér’s Muse-Echo Blues. Using traditional
cultural and western forms, including the blues, jazz, voodoo, virtuality, radical
democracy, Jungian/African American Collective Unconscious, Yoruba gods, black folk
culture, and black working class culture, Hogue reveals that these authors uncover
spaces with different definitions of life that still retain a wildness and have not been
completely mapped out and trademarked by normative American culture. Redefining
the African American novel and the African American outside the logic, rules, and
values of western binary reason, these writers leave open the possibility of psychic
liberation of African Americans in the West.
Winner of the UK’s Richard & Judy Search for a Bestseller Competition, this pageturning debut novel follows an orphan whose late, beloved best friend bequeaths her a
treasure hunt that leads her all over Victorian England and finally to the one secret her
friend never shared. It is 1831 when eight-year-old Aurelia Vennaway finds a naked
baby girl abandoned in the snow on the grounds of her aristocratic family’s magnificent
mansion. Her parents are horrified that she has brought a bastard foundling into the
house, but Aurelia convinces them to keep the baby, whom she names Amy Snow.
Amy is brought up as a second-class citizen, despised by Vennaways, but she and
Aurelia are as close as sisters. When Aurelia dies at the age of twenty-three, she
leaves Amy ten pounds, and the Vennaways immediately banish Amy from their home.
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But Aurelia left her much more. Amy soon receives a packet that contains a rich
inheritance and a letter from Aurelia revealing she had kept secrets from Amy, secrets
that she wants Amy to know. From the grave she sends Amy on a treasure hunt from
one end of England to the other: a treasure hunt that only Amy can follow. Ultimately, a
life-changing discovery awaits...if only Amy can unlock the secret. In the end, Amy
escapes the Vennaways, finds true love, and learns her dearest friend’s secret, a
secret that she will protect for the rest of her life. An abandoned baby, a treasure hunt,
a secret. As Amy sets forth on her quest, readers will be swept away by this engrossing
gem of a novel—the wonderful debut by newcomer Tracy Rees.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a
diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes
the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
John doesn't want a relationship with an addict. Galen doesn't want a conscience. But
the two can learn from and heal one another.
Chase Summers: Golden boy. Beautiful girlfriend, good friends, and a promising future.
Nobody knows the real Chase. Chase Summers has a razor blade to his wrist and the
smell of his lover’s goodbye clinging to his skin. He has a door in his heart so
frightening he’d rather die than open it, and the lies he’s used to block it shut are
thinning with every forbidden touch. Chase has spent his entire life unraveling, and his
decision to set his sexuality free in secret has only torn his mind apart faster. Chase
has one chance for true love and salvation. He may have met Tommy Halloran in the
world of gay-for-pay—where the number of lovers doesn’t matter as long as the comeshot’s good—but if he wants the healing that Tommy’s love has to offer, he’ll need the
courage to leave the shadows for the sunlight. That may be too much to ask from a
man who’s spent his entire life hiding his true self. Chase knows all too well that the
only things thriving in a heart’s darkness are the bitter personal demons that love to
watch us bleed.
Monthly Catalogue, United States Public DocumentsChase in ShadowDreamspinner
Press
The #1 New York Times bestselling novel and basis for the Academy Award-winning
film—a timeless and universal story about the lines we abide by, and the ones we
don’t—nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great
American Read. Aibileen is a black maid in 1962 Jackson, Mississippi, who’s always
taken orders quietly, but lately she’s unable to hold her bitterness back. Her friend
Minny has never held her tongue but now must somehow keep secrets about her
employer that leave her speechless. White socialite Skeeter just graduated college.
She’s full of ambition, but without a husband, she’s considered a failure. Together,
these seemingly different women join together to write a tell-all book about work as a
black maid in the South, that could forever alter their destinies and the life of a small
town...
Ethan enjoys his life as a porn model until he meets Jonah, who sees him for the
treasure he is, not the damaged person he seems to be.
The New York Times Bestseller What if everything you think you know about addiction
is wrong? Johann Hari's journey into the heart of the war on drugs led him to ask this
question--and to write the book that gave rise to his viral TED talk, viewed more than 62
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million times, and inspired the feature film The United States vs. Billie Holiday and the
documentary series The Fix. One of Johann Hari's earliest memories is of trying to
wake up one of his relatives and not being able to. As he grew older, he realized he had
addiction in his family. Confused, not knowing what to do, he set out and traveled over
30,000 miles over three years to discover what really causes addiction--and what really
solves it. He uncovered a range of remarkable human stories--of how the war on drugs
began with Billie Holiday, the great jazz singer, being stalked and killed by a racist
policeman; of the scientist who discovered the surprising key to addiction; and of the
countries that ended their own war on drugs--with extraordinary results. Chasing the
Scream is the story of a life-changing journey that transformed the addiction debate
internationally--and showed the world that the opposite of addiction is connection.
Carrick Francis has spent most of his life jumping into trouble with both feet. The only
thing saving him from prison or worse is his absolute devotion to Deacon Winters.
Deacon was Crick's sanity and salvation during a miserable, abusive childhood, and
Crick would do anything to stay with him forever. So when Deacon's father dies, Crick
puts his college plans on hold to help Deacon as Deacon has helped him. Deacon's
greatest wish is to see Crick escape his memories and the town they grew up in so
Crick can enjoy a shining future. But after two years of growing feelings and temptation,
the painfully shy Deacon finally succumbs to Crick's determined advances and admits
he sees himself as part of Crick's life. It nearly destroys Deacon when he discovers
Crick has been waiting for him to push him away, just like Crick's family did in the past.
When Crick's knack for volatile decisions lands him far away from home, Deacon is left,
shell-shocked and alone, struggling to reforge his heart in a world where love with Crick
is a promise, but by no means a certainty.
First Date Fifteen-year-old Jean is astonished when a handsome Johnny whirls her
‘round the dance floor. She's never given much thought to boys before; now Johnny is
all that's on her mind. Finally she finds the courage to invite him to a dance. But the
excitement of a new dress and a scheme to take Johnny's photograph cannot stop
jean's growing uneasiness that she likes Johnny a lot more than he likes her . . . This
high-school story, which is both funny and touching, is about a girl who lacks selfconfidence, and a boy who has too much.
Millions of Internet users have fallen in love with the Twitter microblogging service,
which can engage customers, promote products, and monitor what is being said about
brands. This text serves as a field guide to this powerful, flexible business tool.
Science fiction is a literary genre based on scientific speculation. Works of science
fiction use the ideas and the vocabulary of all sciences to create valid narratives that
explore the future effects of science on events and human beings. Science Fact and
Science Fiction examines in one volume how science has propelled science-fiction and,
to a lesser extent, how science fiction has influenced the sciences. Although coverage
will discuss the science behind the fiction from the Classical Age to the present, focus is
naturally on the 19th century to the present, when the Industrial Revolution and
spectacular progress in science and technology triggered an influx of science-fiction
works speculating on the future. As scientific developments alter expectations for the
future, the literature absorbs, uses, and adapts such contextual visions. The goal of the
Encyclopedia is not to present a catalog of sciences and their application in literary
fiction, but rather to study the ongoing flow and counterflow of influences, including how
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fictional representations of science affect how we view its practice and disciplines.
Although the main focus is on literature, other forms of science fiction, including film
and video games, are explored and, because science is an international matter, works
from non-English speaking countries are discussed as needed.
Donnie’s crush on his sister’s roommate, Alejandro, has gone beyond childhood
dreams—and it’s driving Donnie insane! So when Donnie gets a chance to house-sit for
his sister and Yandro, Donnie doesn’t feel alone. He’s got all his vivid fantasies to
keep him company! Can a little dumb luck—and a little help from a magical homemade
gift—help Donnie’s fantasies come true?
From the author of the National Book Award finalist Black Leopard, Red Wolf and the
WINNER of the 2015 Man Booker Prize for A Brief History of Seven Killings "An
undeniable success.” — The New York Times Book Review A true triumph of voice and
storytelling, The Book of Night Women rings with both profound authenticity and a
distinctly contemporary energy. It is the story of Lilith, born into slavery on a Jamaican
sugar plantation at the end of the eighteenth century. Even at her birth, the slave
women around her recognize a dark power that they- and she-will come to both revere
and fear. The Night Women, as they call themselves, have long been plotting a slave
revolt, and as Lilith comes of age they see her as the key to their plans. But when she
begins to understand her own feelings, desires, and identity, Lilith starts to push at the
edges of what is imaginable for the life of a slave woman, and risks becoming the
conspiracy's weak link. But the real revelation of the book-the secret to the stirring
imagery and insistent prose-is Marlon James himself, a young writer at once breathtakingly daring and wholly in command of his craft.
Everyone in the small town of Central City, Texas loves Lou Ford. A deputy sheriff,
Lou's known to the small-time criminals, the real-estate entrepreneurs, and all of his
coworkers -- the low-lifes, the big-timers, and everyone in-between -- as the nicest guy
around. He may not be the brightest or the most interesting man in town, but
nevertheless, he's the kind of officer you're happy to have keeping your streets safe.
The sort of man you might even wish your daughter would end up with someday. But
behind the platitudes and glad-handing lurks a monster the likes of which few have
seen. An urge that has already claimed multiple lives, and cost Lou his brother Mike, a
self-sacrificing construction worker fell to his death on the job in what was anything but
an accident. A murder that Lou is determined to avenge -- and if innocent people have
to die in the process, well, that's perfectly all right with him. In The Killer Inside Me,
Thompson goes where few novelists have dared to go, giving us a pitch-black glimpse
into the mind of the American Serial Killer years before Charles Manson, John Wayne
Gacy, and Brett Easton Ellis's American Psycho, in the novel that will forever be known
as the master performance of one of the greatest crime novelists of all time.
A history of the community and people of Lawrence County, Arkansas.
Everybody has one in their collection. You know—one of those old, spiral- or plastic-toothbound cookbooks sold to support a high school marching band, a church, or the local chapter
of the Junior League. These recipe collections reflect, with unimpeachable authenticity, the
dishes that define communities: chicken and dumplings, macaroni and cheese, chess pie.
When the Southern Foodways Alliance began curating a cookbook, it was to these spiralbound, sauce-splattered pages that they turned for their model. Including more than 170 tested
recipes, this cookbook is a true reflection of southern foodways and the people, regardless of
residence or birthplace, who claim this food as their own. Traditional and adapted, fancy and
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unapologetically plain, these recipes are powerful expressions of collective identity. There is
something from—and something for—everyone. The recipes and the stories that accompany
them came from academics, writers, catfish farmers, ham curers, attorneys, toqued chefs, and
people who just like to cook—spiritual Southerners of myriad ethnicities, origins, and culinary
skill levels. Edited by Sara Roahen and John T. Edge, written, collaboratively, by Sheri Castle,
Timothy C. Davis, April McGreger, Angie Mosier, and Fred Sauceman, the book is divided into
chapters that represent the region’s iconic foods: Gravy, Garden Goods, Roots, Greens, Rice,
Grist, Yardbird, Pig, The Hook, The Hunt, Put Up, and Cane. Therein you’ll find recipes for
pimento cheese, country ham with redeye gravy, tomato pie, oyster stew, gumbo z’herbes,
and apple stack cake. You’ll learn traditional ways of preserving green beans, and you’ll come
to love refried black-eyed peas. Are you hungry yet?
CMJ New Music Report is the primary source for exclusive charts of non-commercial and
college radio airplay and independent and trend-forward retail sales. CMJ's trade publication,
compiles playlists for college and non-commercial stations; often a prelude to larger success.
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